Guidelines for Writers
Arizona Wildlife Views
The official magazine published by
the Arizona Game and Fish Department
Effective July 1, 2016

Note: The current guidelines, posted to the magazine’s website, govern the terms and conditions at time
of publication.
Subject matter: General interest, how-to, photo features, popularized technical material on Arizona
wildlife and wildlife management, habitat issues, outdoor recreation (involving wildlife, boating, fishing,
hunting, bird watching, animal observation, off-highway vehicle use, etc.), and historical articles about
wildlife and wildlife management. No “me and Joe” articles, anthropomorphism of wildlife or
opinionated pieces not based on confirmable facts.
Guidelines: Queries or articles submitted on speculation are welcome. In general, e-mail queries are
preferred. The deadline is June 1 for a query or article to be considered for the following calendar year.
Articles accepted for publication may lie in wait for the appropriate issue. Submissions with professionalquality enhancements (digital photos, artwork) are encouraged. However, acceptance of an article does
not guarantee accompanying photos and/or artwork will be used with the article when published.
Submissions: All copy must be submitted electronically (e-mail attachments as MS Word files are
strongly preferred).
Payment: Contributors must obtain an Arizona vendor number via procure.az.gov. The number is
required for us to process payment. Upon publication, we send an acknowledgment of services for
material published, along with two contributor copies. Payment is made following issuance of the
acknowledgment of services.
Fees and use rights: Fees are based on the assigned word count. Fees are $250 (under 800 words), $450
(800 to 1,199 words), $600 (1,200 to 1,799 words), $800 (1,800 to 2,500 words). Fees purchase: first
North American serial rights, the right to use the title and a brief description of the article in promotional
materials (whether printed or electronic), and the right to reprint an article for educational purposes only.
An additional fee of $100 is added to purchase the right to republish text in the digital version of Arizona
Wildlife Views. Arizona Wildlife Views articles may also be republished on the department’s website and
in social media outlets. All other uses, printed or electronic, remain protected and subject to further
compensation.
Contact: Heidi Rayment, Arizona Wildlife Views, (623) 236-7216, e-mail: hrayment@azgfd.gov
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